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ABSTRACT

We present two distributed algorithms for dynamic

replication of a data-item in communication networks.

The algorithms are adaptive in the sense that they

change the replication scheme of the item (i.e. the set

of processors at which the data-item is replicated), as

the read-write pattern of the processors in the network

changes. Each algorithm continuously moves the

replication scheme towards an optimal one, where

optimality is defined with respect to different objec-

tive functions. One algorithm optimizes the commun-

ication cost objective function, and the other optim-

izes the communication time. We also provide a

lower bound on the performance of any dynamic

replication algorithm.

1. Introduction

The data replication scheme of a distributed
database determines how many replicas of each
data item3 are created, and to which processom
these replicas are allocated. This scheme criti-
cally affects the performance of a distributed sys-
tem, since reading a data-item locally, or close
by, is faster than reading it from a remote proces-
sor. Therefore in a read-intensive network a
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widely distributed replication is mandated. On
the other hand, an update of a data-item is usually
written to all the replicas, and therefore in a
write-intensive network a narrowly distributed
replication is mandated. In other words, the
optimal replication scheme depends on the read-
write pattern for each item.

Currently, the data replication scheme is
normally established in a static fashion, when the
distributed-database is designed, and it remains
fixed until the designer manually intervenes to
change the number of replicas or their location.
If the read-write patterns are fixed and are known
a priori, this is a reasonable solution. However, if
the read-write patterns change dynamically, in
unpredictable ways, a static replication scheme
may lead to severe performance problems.

In this paper we propose two practical algo-
rithms, COST-ADAPTIVE REPLICATION
(CAR) and TIME-ADAPTIVE-REPLICATION
(TAR). They change the replication scheme of a
data-item (i.e. the set of processors, each of which
stores a replica of the data-item) dynamically as
the read-write pattern of the item changes in the
network. We assume that the changes in the
read-write pattern are not known a priori.

The algorithms are distributed as opposed
to centralized. In a centralized algorithm, each
processor periodically transmits the relevant infor-
mation (usually statistics) to some predetermined
processor, x. In turn, x computes the objective
function and orders the change of replication
scheme. In contrast, in a distributed algorithm,
each processor makes decisions to locally change
the replication scheme, and it does so based on
statistics collected locally. An example of a lcnl
change to the allocation scheme is the following:
a processor, x, relinquishes a copy of the data-
item (by indicating to x‘s neighbors that writes of
the item should not be propagated to x). This
change may result from a comparison of the
number of reads to the number of writes, at x
(i.e. locally collected statistics).

Distributed algorithms have two advantages
over centralized ones. First, they respond to
changes in the read-write pattern in a more timely
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manner, since they avoid the delay involved in
the collection of statistics, computation, and deci-
sion broa&ast. Second, their overhead is lower.

Although in our algorithms the decision-
making and schema-changing are local, each
algorithm continuously moves the replication
scheme towards an optimal one, where optimality
is defmed with respect to a global objective func-
tion. The CAR algorithm optimizes the communi-
cation cost objective function. The communica-
tion cost of a replication scheme is the average
number of inter-processor messages required for a
read or a write of the data item. The TAR algo-
rithm optimizes the communication time objective
function. The communication time of a replica-
tion scheme is the average communication time of
a read or write of the data item (the communica-
tion time of an operation is its longest message
path). The algorithms work in the read-one-
wnte-all context (see [BHG, CP, OVI).
Specifically, a read of the data-item is performed
from the closest replica in the network. A write is
to all the replicas, and it is propagated along the
edges of a subtree that contains the writer and the
processors of the replication scheme. For exam-
ple, consider the communication network T of the
figure below, and suppose that the replication
scheme consists of processors C, D and E.

D

\
E —c —B — A

F /

When processor A writes the item, A sends the
item to B, then B sends it to C, and then C sends
it to D and E simultaneously. Overall, the com-
munication cost of this write is four, namely the
total number of inter-processor messages required.
The communication time of the write is three,
namely the longest message path ( A — B — C
—Dor A—B— C— E).

The algorithms are optimal in the following
sense. Assume that the read-write pattern of each
processor is generally regular. For example, dur-
ing the first two hours processor A executes three
reads and one write per second, processor B exe-
cutes five reads and two writes per second, etc.;
during the next four hour period processor A exe-
cutes one read and one write per second, proces-
sor B executes two reads and two writes, and so
on. Then, we show that the CAR and TAR algm
mhms will converge to the optimal replication
scheme for the global read-write pattern during
the first two hours, then it will converge to the
optimal replication scheme for the global read-
wnte pattern during the next four hours, etc.

The proposed algorithms are also
integrated. In such an algorithm, redistribution
of the replicas is integrated into the processing of
reads and writes, instead of executing indepe-

ndently of these operations. So, for example, a
processor x creates a replica of a data-item at
some neighbor, y, in response to y‘s request to
read the data-item from x. x creates the replica
by piggybacking, on the. message to y containing
the data-item, an mdrcatron that y should keep a
replica (and that x will propagate writes toy).

In order to put the proposed algorithms in
perspective, we examine and devise the lower
bound on the communication cost and the com-
munication time objective functions. The lower
bound is the cost (time) of the algorithm that has
complete knowledge of all the future read-write
requests, and their order. A similar approach was
taken by Belady in studying page replacement
algorithms ([B]).

Before outlining the rest of the paper, we
will make a few remarks concerning relevant
work. Generally, there are two main purposes for
data-replication: performance and reliability. In
this paper we address the performance issue.
Research works that concentrate on reliability
usually devise more sophisticated policies than
the read-one-write-all we assume here, in order to
cope with failures (see for example [AE2, DOS,
E, GB, Hi). However, in the absence of failures,
reliability-oriented works assume a fixed replica-
tion scheme. Performance-oriented works on
replicated data consider the W problem of
replication, namely establishing a priori a replica-
tion scheme that will optimim performance, but
will remain fixed at runtime. This is called the
file-allocation problem, and it has been studied
extensively in the literature (see [DFj for a sur-
vey). Another approach to improve the perfor-
mance in a replicated distributed database is to
relax the serializability requirement. Works on
quasi-copies ([ABGI, ABG2, BG]), lazy replica-
tion (mLS]), and bounded ignorance (lJU3]) fall
in this category. These works also tm.une a static
replication scheme

To the best of our knowledge this paper is
the first to address the problem of dynamic (vs.
static) data replication, although the need for
dynamic replication was already pointed out in
[GS]. In the theoretical computer science com-
munity there has been work on online algorithms
(e.g. l’BLS]), particularly for paging (e.g. ~S, CL,
ST]), searching (e.g. [ST’1) and caching (e.g.
llUklRS]). These works are similar in spirit to the
algorithms we discuss here, however, the models
in such works is inappropriate for managing repli-
cation in distributed databases. For example, the
notion of “distance” that arises in ~plicated data
management does not arise in caching, and the
replacement problem (i.e. which page to replace),
that n important in paging, does not arise in repli-
cated data management.

The rest of the paper is organized as fol-
lows. In section 2 we present, demonstrate and
discuss the COST-ADAPTIVE-REPLICATION
algorithm. In section 3 we prove that when the
the replication scheme managd by the CAR
atgorithm stabilizes, then the scheme is optimal
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for the communication-cost objective function. In
section 4 we present the TIME-ADAPTIVE-
REPLICATION algorithm and prove for it the
counterpart of the result in section 3 (concerning
the communication-time objective function). In
section 5 we provide the lower bound and in sec-
tion 6 we summarize the results. In appendix A
we show that the CAR algorithm stabilizes when-
ever the read-write pattern of each processor
becomes regular, and in appendix B we prove
theorem 2.

2. The COST-ADAPTIVE-REPLICATION
Algorithm

The CAR algorithm works for a tree net-
work. Metaphorically, the replication scheme of
the algorithm forms a variable-size amoeba that
stays connected at all times, and constantly moves
towrwds the “center of read-write activity”. The
replication scheme expands as the read activity
increases, and it contracts as the write activity
increases. When at each “border” processor (i.e.
processor of the circumference of the amoeba) the
number of reads equals the number of writes, the
replication scheme remains fixed. Then this
scheme is optimal for the read-write pattern in the
network.

Specifically, the algorithm works as follows.
The initial replication scheme consists of the
whole set of processors. At any time, the proces-
sors of the replication scheme, R, induce a con-
nected subgraph of the network. For example, the
CAR algorithm will never replicate the item only
at processors A and C of the network T in th~
introduction. Each processor i that is a R-
neighbor, i.e. i belongs to R but it has a neigh-
bor that does not belong to R, performs the fol-
lowing test for each read request from a processor
j that is not in R.

(Expansion-Test) If there are two read requests
made by j 4, between which i receives no write
request made by i or by a neighbor different than
j, then i tells j to join R.

Practically, j joins R simply by saving a copy of

the item sent by i as a result of the second con-

secutive read request. Except for i and j, no

other processor is informed of the expansion,

Suppose that R is not a singleton set. Then
each processor j that is an R-fringe node, i.e. a
leaf of the subgraph of the network induced by R,
perfomls the following test for each write request
from the single neighbor i that is in R.

(Contraction-Test) If there are two write requests
made by i, between which j receives no read

4 j makes read and wrhe requests, each of which

originates either in j or in some other node, k, such

that the shorte#t path from k to R gcesthrough j. For

example, consider the network T. E R = {C}, then B
mskes read-write requests that originate in B or A.

request made by j or by a neighbor of j, then j
exits R, i.e. ceases to keep a copy.

j exits R by telling i not to send any more write

requests to j; any further read requests arriving at

j are passed along to i. Except for i and j, no

other processor is informed of the contraction.

Finally, the following test is executed by a
processor that constitutes the whole replication
scheme, R, of the algorithm. Namely, a processor
i that is in R but none of its neighbors is in R,
performs the following test for each read or write
operation from some neighbor n.

(Switch-Test) If i executes two operations o ~ and
0 z, requested by n, such that 01 or o z (or both) is
a write and between them i executes no operation
requested by i or by a neighbor other than n,

then the single copy of the item is transferred
from i to n (i.e. simultaneously, i exits R and n
enters it),

To summarize the algorithm, each R=
neighbor performs the Expansion-Test on a read
request; an R -fringe node that has some neighbor
in R performs the Contraction-Test on a write
request, and if it does not have a neighbor in R
then it performs the Switch-Test on a read or a
write request. Note that a node may be both an
R -fringe ncde and a R-neighbor.

Let us demonstrate the algorithm using the
following example.

Example 1: Consider the network T of the
introduction. The initial replication scheme, R,
consists of the whole set of processors in the net-
work. Suppose that the first request is a write
that originates at D. After it is received by all the
processors, the second request is initiated. The
second request is a write that originates at E.
After the execution of the second write by all the
processors, the R -fringe nodes F and A exit the
replication scheme, R. For example, A exits
since the first two requests were presented to A
by B. Then the third request, a write that ori-
ginates at B, is initiated (after its execution R =
{B, C}; E and D exit since each has executed two
write requests from C, without an intervening
read). The fourth request is a read that originates
at A (after its execution R remains {B, C]). The
fifth request is a write that originates at A (after
its execution R = fB}). The sixth request is a
read that originates at A (R = {A, B}). The
seventh request is a read that originates at D (R
= {A, B}). The eighth request is a read that ori-
ginates at F (R = {A, B, C}). [1

For the rest of this section we will discuss
the CAR algorithm. Note that the algorithm
reqtires that each node of R knows whether it is
a R -neighbor, or an R -fringe node, or a unique
node of R. Knowing this requires only that the
node knows the identity of its neighbors, and
“remembers” for each neighbor whether or not it
is in the replication scheme. A processor that
does not belong to the replication scheme does
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not participate in the algorithm; nor does an inter-
nal node of the replication scheme, i.e. a node
that is not an R-fringe, and that does not have a
neighbor outside R.

What does a node need to know in order to
execute reads and writes? A node j of the
current replication scheme, R, satisfies a read
request locally, and transmits each write request
to the neighbors that are in the replication scheme
(each of which in turn, propagates the write to its
neighbors that are in R, except j). Therefore, j
has to know the identity of its neighbors, and to
remember for each neighbor whether or not it is
in the replication scheme (same as the informa-
tion needed to execute the CAR algorithm).
Interestingly, a node that does not belong to the
replication scheme does not have to “search” for
the replication scheme in order to execute reads
and writes. A node j that is not in the replication
scheme R, must remember the node z’ to which j
sent the last announcement that j exits R. i indi-
cates the “direction” of R. Each read or write of
j must be sent to i, which in turn, if is not in R
any longer, routes the request in the “direction” of
R. Therefore, for executing the CAR algorithm
and for executing reads and writes, knowledge of
the whole network topology is not necessary nor
is knowledge of the whole replication scheme
necessary.

Practically, each node, j, has a directory-
record for each data-item. The record indicates
whether or not j is in the replication scheme, R;
if it is, then the record also indicates which of j‘s
neighbors are in R, and if it is not, then it indi-
cates the direction of R, Before accessing a
data-item, j accesses its directory record. This
access is part of the transaction that accesses the
data-item, and consequently a concurrency control
mechanism that ensures serializability of transac-
tions in a static replication environment will also
do so in this dynamic environment. The reason is
that a transaction that (indirectly) changes the
replication scheme (e.g. it expands it) can com-
plete only after updating the directory record.
This update conflicts with any read of the direc-
tory record by a tm.nsaction that reads or writes
the data-item.

The next comment concerns the exit of a
node j from the replication scheme, as a result of
the Contraction-Test. j does not leave R uncon-
ditionally, simply by announcing j‘s exit to its
neighbor i in R, The reason is that i and j may
be the only nodes of the current replication
scheme, and j and i may both announce their
exit to each other, leaving an empty replication
scheme. Therefore, if the Contraction-Test
succeeds then j requests permission from i to
exit R, but j keeps a copy of the data-item until
it receives the next message from i. If the next
message from i is i.’s request to leave R then
only one (say the one with the smaller processor-
identification-number) leaves R.

Finally let us mention that, in contrast to
[AEl], our model ignores the cost of storing a

replica. Therefore, in practice, our algorithm is
optimal only in an environment in which storage
costs are negligible.

3. Analysis of COST-ADAPTIVE-
REPLICATION

In this section we formally define the model
and analyze the CAR algorithm. A network is an
undirected tree, T XV z ). V represents a set of
processors, and an edge in the network between
two processors represents a bidirectional commun-
ication lmk between them. The
replication scheme is a nonempt y subset of V.
For a given network and replication scheme, the
read cost of a processor i, denoted I-i, is the
length (in edges) of the shortest path in the net-
work between i and a processor of the replication
scheme. It represents the number of messages
required for the data-item transfer. Obviously, if
i is in the replication scheme, then the read cost
1s zero. Let R be a replication scheme, and
assume that processor i c V writes the data-item.
The write cost for i, denoted Wi, is the number
of edges in the smallest subtree of T that contains
{i QR}.

.
A schedule is a sequence oil, 0$, .... o?.

Each Oi is a read or write operation, and each J
is a processor of V, at which the operation Oi ori-
ginated. Intuitively, each operation represents the
initiation of the request, as well as its execution.
In other words, we assume in particular that each
write request is executed by all the processors of
the replication scheme before the next request is
issued. It is important to emphasize that we make
this assumption for the purpose of analvzing the
CAR algorithm, but the correctness of the algo-
rithm does not depend on the completion of each
operation before, issuing. the next one. Given a

schedule, o~l, ‘2
J.

02 ,, .... on , a, subschedule, S, N, a

subsequence o:, o~~ll, .... o~~~k. The set of pairs
A = { (#Ri, #Wi ) I i is a processor in the net-
work, and #Ri and #JVi are nonnegative integers},
is called a read-write-pattern. Suppose that S
is a subschedule, and in S each processor, i, of
the network performs #Ri reads, and #RJi writes.
The set of pairs A = [ (#Ri, #~i ) I i 1S a prwes-
sor in the network}, n called the
read-write -pattern of S. Given a replication
scheme, R, and a read-write pattern, A, the

replication scheme cost for A, denoted
cost (R& ), is defined as ~ #Wi .Wi + ~ #Ri r, ,

Intuitively, cost (R 4 ) re&&~nts the to~~ &nber
of messages sent during the subschedule, assum-
ing that R is the replication scheme. A message
is the transmission of the data-item over one com-
munication link (edge). A replication scheme is
cost –optimal for a read-write pattern, A, if it has
the minimum (among all replication schemes)
cost for A. Obviously, cost optimality of the
replication scheme implies that the average cost
of an operation in A is minimum.
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Next we define a dynamic replication algo-
ritjun. A . configured-schedule,

o~l(R1), o~2(R2), .... o~(l?.) is a schedule in
which each operation is mapped to a replication
scheme. Intuitively, it is the replication scheme
that exists when the operation is initiated. We
assume that any recomputation of the replication
scheme is executed before the next operation is
initiated. For the above configured schedule, the
replication scheme RI is associated with the

operation o?. A dynamic replication algorithm
is a function that maps each schedule to a
configured schedule.

Let S’ be a schedule and let DRA be a
dynamic replication algorithm. Suppose that S’ is
mapped by DRA to the configured schedule S“.
Let S be a subschedule of S“. Suppose that the
operations of S and the operation immediately
succeeding the last one in S, are all associated
with the same replication scheme R. Intuitively
this means that S starts and ends with the same
replication scheme, Then we say that DRA is
stable on S, with stability scheme R.

Now consider the CAR algorithm. It moves
towards the center of read-write activity in the
following sense. Suppose that at some point in
time, t,all the processors become quiescent (i.e.
stop initiating operations), except for one, i; and,
suppose that i Issues only reads. Then it is clear
intuitively that the CAR algorithm will stabilize,
and that the stability scheme will include i (i.e. it
will be optimal for any subschedule consisting
only of reads from i ). Specifically, if at time t
processor i is in the replication scheme, then as
long as it issues read requests and all the other
processors are quiescent, the replication scheme
will not change. If processor i is not in the repli-
cation scheme, R, then R will expand towards i
until it reaches i, and from then on the CAR
algorithm will become stable. Each expansion
step will take two reads, and therefore, the con-
vergence to the optimal replication scheme will
occur after a number of reads that is bounded by
twice the number of processors in the network.

Now suppose that from point in time t on,
processor i issues only writes. Then the CAR
algorithm will stabilize, and the stability scheme
will be optimal for any subschedule consisting
only of writes from i (i.e. the stability scheme
will be the singleton set, {i} ). Specifically, if at
time t processor i is in the replication scheme,
then as long as it issues write requests and all the
other processors are quiescent, the replication
scheme will contract until it consists of the single
processor, i. If processor i is not in the replica-
tion scheme, R, then denote by j the processor of
R that is closest to i. R will contract until it
consists of the singleton set ~}, and then it will
switch until it consists of the singleton set {i}. In
both cases, convergence to the optimal replication
scheme will occur after a number of writes that is
bounded by twice the number of processors in the
network.

Therefore, for subschedules consisting of a
single operation, the CAR algorithm stabilizes,
with a stability scheme that is optimal for the
operation. However, the CAR algorithm will sta-
bilize not only when all processors except one
quiesce, but whenever the read-write pattern of
each processor becomes regular (e.g. processor 1
executes two reads and one write every time-unit,
processor 2 executes three reads and two writes
every time-unit, etc.) This is shown in appendix
A. The following theorem states that when the
CAR algorithm stabilizes, the stability scheme is
(almost) optimal for the read-write pattern in the
network.

Theorem 2: Let S’ be a schedule that is
mapped by the algorithm COST-ADAPTIVE-
REPLICATION to a configured-schedule, S“.
Let c be the number of processors in the tree net-
work, and let S be a subschedule of S“, in which
each processor of the network performs at least
one operation. Let A be the read-write pattern in
S. If the CAR algorithm is stable on S with sta-
bility scheme R, then cost (R J4 ) is higher than
the cost of an optimal replication scheme for A
by at most c.
Proof: See APPENDIX B.

Theorem 2 indicates that the difference (not
ratio) between the cost of the stability scheme and
the optimal cost is at most the number of nodes in
the network. This holds regardless of the length of
the schedule S, and the cost of its read-write pat-
tern. Obviously, the higher this cost, the more
insignificant the difference becomes.

Note also that the bound in theorem 2 is
tight. For example, consider a star network, and
the following schedule:
S =W, Q, W, Q, W, Q,.:..., Q,W. In this
schedule w denotes a write of the hub of the star,
and Q represents a sequence of reads, one from
each leaf. Starting with the full replication
scheme, that consists of the whole set of proces-
sors, the CAR algorithm is stable on the schedule
S. However, the optimal replication scheme is
the singleton consisting of the hub alone. Further-
more, the difference between the costs of the two
replication schemes (full and singleton) is equal
to the number of leaves. However, for an arbi-
trarily long schedule, the ratio between the costs
is arbitrarily close to one.

4. The TIME-ADAPTIVE-REPLICATION
Algorithm

Our TAR algorithm works for a star net-
work, i.e. a network consisting of a hub-node, h,
and multiple leaves, each of wluch is connected
by an edge to the hub. Star is an important topol-
ogy from the practical point of view, since it
models a set of workstations connected to a main-
frame. Notice that the time of a read or a write
operation in a star network is either O, 1, or 2.

For simplicity we shall assume that there
are at least two leaves m the star. The initial
dedication scheme consists of the whole set of
processors. Subsequently, the replication scheme,
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R, is one of four possible configurations. R may
consist of the hub alone, or it may consist of the
hub and one leaf, or it may consist of one leaf
alone, or it may consist of all the prcxessors in
the network. Let us call these four configurations
hub, two, leaf, and all, respectively. Notice
that the TAR algorithm will never replicate the
item at more than one, but not all the leaves of
the network (in contrast to the CAR algorithm,
that may produce such a replication scheme).
Intuitively, the reason for this is that if the item is
replicated at two or more leaves, then the time for
each write from a leaf is two, and the time for a
write from the hub is one. But if the item is
replicated at all the leaves, then the write times
are identical, and the read times are not higher
(and possibly lower).

Now let us descrike the algorithm TIME-
ADAPTIVE-REPLICATION. At any time during
the execution of the algorithm, each node knows
the current configuration. The algorithm executed
by the leaf of the replication scheme in the two,
and leaf configurations is identical to the pro-
cedure of a processor in the CAR algorithm.
Namely, in the leaf cotiguration, the leaf that
stores the single replica executes the expansion
and switch tests of the CAR algorithm; in the two
configuration the leaf in the replication scheme
executes the contraction test (the expansion test is
skipped since the leaf does not have a neighbor
outside the replication scheme).

In the all configuration each leaf simply
counts the number of reads between every pair of
consecutive writes. The tests executed by the
hub, h, for a write operation in the all
configuration are A1l-contraction-testl and All-
contraction-test2, in this order.

(Ail-contraction-testl) If h executes two con-
secutive writes w 1 and w z, both of which are
requested by some leaf, i, such that between w 1
and W2 no leaf (except possibly i ) requests a
read, then h tells all the leaves, except i, to exit
from the replication scheme.

How does h know the number of reads at the
leaves? The answer is that each leaf, i, in
response to a write propagated to it by h, sends to
h the number of reads i executed since the previ-
ous write. If the write is initiated by a leaf, j,
then j piggybacks this information on the write
request.

(Ail-contraction-test2) If h executes two con-
secutive writes w 1 and W2, such that between w 1
and w z no leaf requests a read, then h tells all the
leaves to exit from the replication scheme.

Suppose the replication scheme, R, consists
of h alone. Then h executes Hub-exmnsion-
test 1, Hub-expansion-test2,

(Hub-expansion-testl) If
secutive reads r 1 and r z,
leaves, such that between

and Hub-switch-test.

h executes two con-
requested by different
rl and r2 no write is

requested, then h tells all the leaves to join R
(i.e., in response to r2, h sends the item to all the
leaves).

(Hub-expansion-test2) If h executes two con-
secutive reads, r 1 and r2, both of which are
requested by some leaf, i, such that between r 1
and r2 no processor (except possibly i ) requests a
write, then h tells i to join R.

(Hub-switch-test) Suppose h executes two con-
secutive operations, 01 and o z, at least one of
which is a write and both of which are requested
by the same leaf, i, such that between them h
executes no operation requested by h or by a
neighbor other than i. Then the single copy of
the item is transfemed from h to i (i.e. simultane-
ously, h exits R and i enters it).

Suppose that the replication scheme, R,
consists of h and one leaf, i. Then h executes
Two-expansion-test and Two-contraction-test.

(Two-expansion-test) Suppose h executes two
consecutive reads, r 1 and rz, both of which are
requested by leaves, such that between them no
write is requested by i, then h tells all the leaves
to join R (i.e., in response to r2, h sends the item
to all the leaves).

(Two-contraction-test) Suppose h executes two
consecutive writes, w 1 and w z, both of which are
requested by i, such that between them no pro-
cessor (including h ) requests a read from h, then
h exits from R.

For a given star network and a given repli-
cation scheme, the read time of a processor i,
denoted ri, is the length (in edges) of the shortest
path in the network between i and a processor of
the replication scheme (same as the read-cost).
The write time for i, denoted Wi, is the number
of edges in the longest path from i to a member
of the replication scheme.

Given a replication scheme, R, and a read-
wnte pattern, A = [ (#Ri, #Wi ) } the
replication scheme time for A, denoted
time (R ~ ), is defined as ~ #Wi “wi + ~ #Ri “ri.

iCV iCV
Intuitively, time (R 4 ) represents the total com-
munication time of operations in A, assuming that
R is the replication scheme. A replication
scheme is time –optimal for a read-write pattern,
A, if it has the minimum (among all replication
schemes) time for A.

Theorem 3: Let S’ be a schedule that is
mapped by the algorithm TIME-ADAPTIVE-
REPLICATION to a configured-schedule, S“.
Let S be a subschedule of S“, in which each pro-
cessor of the network performs at least one opera-
tion. Let A be the read-write pattern in S. If
TIME-ADAPTIVE-IUWLICATION is stable on S
with stability scheme R, then time (R A ) is higher
than the time of an optimal replication scheme for
A by at most four.
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5. A Lower Bound for Dynamic Replication
Algorithms

The ADAPTIVE replication algorithms are
“online” in the the sense that after each request
the new replication scheme has to be determined
without knowledge of what is the next request.
Furthermore, the new replication scheme is deter-
mined in a distributed fashion. In this section we
present the optimal centralized offline algorithm,
called LOWER-BOUND (LB). Suppose that the
input consists of a schedule. The algorithm LB
has to optimally configure it, i.e., it has to pro-
duce a configured schedule with minimum cost
(see sec.3 for the definition of a configured
schedule), The cost of a configured schedule is
the cost of the read-write operations, plus the
minimum cost of moving the item from one repli-
cation scheme to the next, if the latter is associ-
ated with a read (for a write, the item does not
have to move to the new replication scheme,
since it will be overwritten by the write opera-
tion). So, for example$ consider the configured
schedule: r ~ ({ 1,2,3}), rz ({7,8,9}). Its cost is:

[the costof a read by 4 tlom the scheme {1,2,3}]

[the minimum cost of mov;g from {1,2,3} to {7,8,9}1
+

[the cost of a read by 5 from the scheme {7,8,9}1

For the schedule: r: ({1,2,3}), W$ ({7,8,9}), the
cost is:

[the cost of a read by 4 from the scheme {1 ,2,3}1
+

[the cost of a write by 4 to the scheme{7,8,9}].

Suppose that the network is an arbitrary
tree. Given a schedule, its cost-optimal
configured schedule is the one with minimum
cost. Intuitively, in a cost-optimal configured
schedule each write “guesses” the processors that
will read from it. Precisely, the algorithm LB is
as follows. It associates the replication scheme
that consists of the whole set of processors with
all the reads up to the first write., Additionally, LB
associates with each write, w/, the replication
scheme consisting of U } u {the processors that
read the data-item bet ween w? and the first write
that succeeds wi}. For exfiple, consider the
schedule: w:, rj, rj, w~, r:. The configured
schedule devised by LB is: w? ,({2,4,5}),
r.$ ({2,4,5]), r; ({2,4,5}), W; ({1,5}) , rj ({1,5]).
The cost of the configured schedule is:

[The cost of tie minimum subtree
that includes the nodes 2,4, and 5]

[The cost of the ~inimurn subtree
that includes the nodes 1 and 5]

Theorem 4: Given a schedule, the alJzo-
rithm LB produces the cost-optimal” conftgm-ed
schedule.

The time of a configured schedule can be
defined in a similar fashion.

Theorem 5: Given a schedule, the algo-
rithm LB produces the time-optimal configured
schedule.

There are subschedules for which the cost
(time) of the CAR (TAR) algorithm is positive,
whereas the cost of (time) of LB is zero. One
such schedule consists of writes only, originating
from different nodes in the network. The cost
(time) of the optimal configured schedule is zero,
since no processor issues a read, and therefore the
write does not have to be transmitted. However,
an algorithm that is not aware of fiture requests
must transmit the write, therefore the cost (time)
of the schedule produced by the CAR (TAR)
algorithm is positive.

We conjecture that there does not exist an
algorithm, A, such that: there are constants, C I
and C2, such that cost(A) c C 1 ~ optimum-cost +
Cz, for every subschedule. However, even if such
an algorithm exists one will probably choose the
TAR and CAR algorithms, if the read-write pat-
tern in the network is regular for long periods of
time.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we proposed and analyzed
dynamic replication algorithms. One is the
COST-ADAPTIVE-REPLICATION algorithm,
that works in a tree network, and converges to a
cost-optimrd replication scheme when the read-
wnte pattern in the network becomes regular (in a
regular read-write pattern each processor performs
a fixed number of reads and writes ~r time unit).
The second algorithm is TIME-ADAPTIVE-
REPLICATION that works in a star network, and
converges to a time-optimal replication scheme
when the read-write pattern in the network
becomes regular. Finally, we proposed the
LOWER-BOUND algorithm, that moves the repli-
cation scheme in an optimal fashion for each
sequence of read-write requests; it needs complete
knowledge of future read-write requests.
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APPENDIX A

and Periphenams

(Bmo), 1968.

In this appenchx we show that if, starting at
some point in time, the read-write pattern of each
processor becomes regular, then, after a conver-
gence period, the (replication scheme of the) CAR
algorithm becomes stable.

We start with some definitlom. We assume
a synchronous system, whose operation is parti-
tioned into equal-length time-units. The read-
wnte pattern of a processor, p, in the network
becomes regular at point in time t, if at each
subsequent time-unit p requests the same number
of reads, rP, and the same number of writes, WP.
We assume that m a synchronous system read or
write requests that are issued in some time unit,
arrive and are serviced within the same time unit.
A dynamic rephcation algorithm can change the
replication scheme only at the end of a time unit,
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and then the change is instantaneous. A schedule,
subschedule, contlgured scheduled, and a dynamic
replication algorithm, in a synchronous system are
defined identically to the asynchronous case,
except that each read or write operation is
mapped to some time-unit, in which it is
requested and executed. Ln a synchronous
environment, since the CAR algorithm is res-
tricted to execute the replication-scheme change
only at the end of a time unit, we adapt it to
count operations instead of testing for perfect
interleaving. $0, the expansion-test of a processor
i that is an R-neighbor is the following (executed
instantaneously at the end of a time-unit):

(Synchronous-Expansion-Test) If during the time
unit, the number of read requests made by a
neighbor j that is not in R, exceeds the nurrker
of write requests made by i or by a neighbor
different than j, then i tells j to join R.
The contraction-test of a processor j that is art
R -fringe is the following:

(Synchronous-Contraction-Test) If during the
time unit, the number of write requests made by
the single neighbor i that is in R, exceeds the
number of read requests received by j, then j
exits from R.

The following switch-test is executed by a proces-
sor i that is in R but none of its neighbors is in
R, provided that the expansion test of i failed:

(Synchronous-Switch-Te#) If during the time
unit, the number of operations requested by some
neighbor n, exceeds the number of all other
operations executed by i, then the item is
transferred from i to n.

A dynamic replication algorithm is oscilla-
tory on some subschedule, if the replication
scheme associated with the operations in alternate
time units is identical. For example, the replica-
tion scheme R is associated with the operations in
time-units 1, 3, 5, 7, etc., and the replication
scheme S is associated with the o~rations in
time-units 2, 4, 6, 8, etc. Replication scheme R
is a neighbor of replication scheme S if S can be
obtained by adding to R some neighbors of R
and removing from R some R-fringe nodes.
Clearly, if R is a neighbor of S then S is a
neighbor of R. A dynamic replication algorithm
is almost stable on some subschedule, S, if it is
oscillatory, and the two replication schemes asscr-
ciated with the operations in S are neighbors.

Theorem 1: Suppose that the read write pattern
of every processor in the network becomes regu-
lar starting at time-point t. Denote by c the
number of processors in the network. Then after
at most c time units, the synchronous CAR algo-
rithm becomes stable or almost stable on a sub
schedule of arbitrary length.

The proof of theorem 1 will be provided in the
full paper.

A similar result can be shown for the synchronous
version of the TAR algorithm.

APPENDIX B

This appendix is dedicated to the proof of
theorem 2. The proof consists of severrtt lemmas,
leading to lemma 4; the lemma provides four pro-
perties that characterize an optimal replication
scheme, Then, in the proof of theorem 2, we
show that when the CAR algorithm stabilizes, the
stability scheme possesses these four properties.
We will start with some definitions and notations.
Intuitively, for a network and a ~ad-write pattern,
the median is a node for which the sum of
weighted-distances to the other nodes is
minimum. Formally, in a tree, let ~. denote the
length (in edges) of the simple path between v
and u. Denote the set of processors of a subtree,
t, of the network T by V(t). A median of the
network is a node, m, for which

~ (#Ri + #Wi )/ti is minimums
i e V(T)

Let R be a subset of nodes that induces a
connected subgraph of the network. Denote by i a
processor that is either an R -fringe, or, is not in
R, but is a neighbor of some processor in R.
Consider the removal of the edge between i and
its neighbor in R, say j. It disconnects the net-
work into two subtrees: a subtree that contains i,
that we denote T,.R, and a subtree that contains
R, that we denote T~.i (see Fig. 1). The subtrees
may dso b denoted Ti_j ~d Tj_i, respectively.

Figure 1: lhMEitiOII Of Ti+ ~d TR_i.

Lemma 1: Let A be a read-write pattern,
and let s and t be two neighbors in the tree.
Then

5 The notion of a median was defined irtdependemtly

of a replication schenm and dates back to 1869 (see
[J]; it was further studied in z] and [GZ]). The median
is a node, m, for which the sum of diatancas to alt the

other ttoda is minimum, i.e., ~ lW is minimum
i E V(T)

(in contiyt. the center of a tree is the node for which
the maXt?rllUn of the distaneee is minimum ). In this
sense, we actually define the notion of a weighted-

median, but since this is ths only type of median we

diwues. we urwrthe shorter ~.

1 K7
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~ (#Ru + #Wu )l,u

f(
Uev)
= #Ru + #Wu ).l*U

Uc J7-)
+ g( #Ru + #Wu )

- u ‘~-s~#Ru + #Wu).
u ~ v(TJ

Proofi Observe that by considering
T,.t and Tj_$, and by substituting ltu
obtain:

~ (#Ru + #Wu )1,.

separately
for 1,, we

= “ j ‘(T@&+#Wu)(ztu + 1)

u 6 v(Tt_$)
+ ~ (#Ru + #Wu)& - 1).

u e v(T~_t)

By manipulation of the right hand side of the
equation, the lemma follows. []

Lemma 2: Let A be a read-write pattern. A
node in is a median if and only if for each neigh-
borw ofm:

~ (#Ru + #Wu )

; ‘ ‘f-w)(#Ru + #Wu).
u e v(Tw_m)

ProoE (==>) Suppose that m is a median, but
for one of its nei hbors, w,

k (#Ru + #Wu )

: ‘ ‘fyw) (#Ru + #W )
u.

u E v(Tw.m)
Then, by lemma 1,

~ (#Ru + #Wu)lWu
u E (2-)

< E( #Ru + #Wu )lnu ,
u e V(T)

contradiction to m being a median.
(e==) Suppose that d#m is a median. Consider
the path d=x(l), x(2) , . . . ,x(n-l) z(n)=m.
Since for each nei hbor w of m:

i (#Ru + #Wu )

; ‘ ‘~-w’ (#Ru + #W )
u)

14 e v(q,_m)

in particular:
(1) E (#Ru + #Wu )

JJ ~ v(~m-x(a-l))
z z (#Ru + #wti )

u ~ vrx(n_~)-m)
Furthermore, remember that each node performs a
nonnegative number of reads and writes. Thus,
intuitive y, when removing the edge between
x (n -1 ) and x (n -2), rather than the edge between
x(n) and x (n -1 ) as in inequality (1), the opera-
tions of x (n –1) move from the right hand side of
the inequality to its left hand side. Therefore,

x (#Ru + #Wu )

u ~ V(rx( _ )+4))
> ~ (#R.+#Wu)

u ● Vqn-z)-x( n-1))

Moreover, by the same argument, for each
n>i22

E (#Ru + #Wu )

: ~ ‘(Txjy)) (#Ru + #Wu)

u ~ v (TX(,-1)-.X(i))

In particular,
~ (#Ru + #Wu)

: e ‘(~~-xf,)) (#Ru + #Wu)

u ~ v (TX(1)-* (2))

This, combined with lemma 1, gives:

* ,~v (#R. + #W. )l,(Z).

< 2( #Ru + #Wu )l~u
u e V(T)

By an easy induction on i is can be shown that:
~ (#R. + #Wu )“L(,).

f(
u e (7’)

< #Ru + #Wu )lx(i-l)u
u E V(I-)

for each n 2 i >2. Therefore,
~ (#Ru + #Wu )lnu

g(
Ucv)
< #Ru + #Wu )l~u

u E V(T)

Since d is a median, then
~ (#Ru + #Wu )lnu

Ue
Y(

)
. #Ru + #Wu ).l~u

u e V(T)

and consequently m is also a median. []

Lemma 3: Let A be a read-write pattern in
which each ncde performs at least one operation
(read or write). Then there are either one or two
medians. Furthermore, if there are two medians
then they are neighbom in the network.
Proofi Suppose by contradiction that the lemma
does not hold. Then there must be two medians,
d and m, that are not neighbors. Consider the
path d=x(l), x(2) , . . . ,x(n-l) F(n)=m, for
n 23. By lemma 2, for each neighbor w of m:

~ (#Ru + #Wu )

; ‘ “$-w) (#Ru + #W )
u

u e V(Tw_m)

In particular:

z (#Ru + #W”)
; c ‘(T~(fl-l)) (#Ru + #W )

u
X ~ V(rx(n-l)-m)

Furthermore, since each node performs at least
one operation, for each n –1 > i 22

E (#Ru + #Wu )

~ ~ ‘(Txyd (#Ru +#Wu)

u ~ v (TX (/ -1)-X (/))
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In particular,

x (#RU + #Wu )

; ‘ ‘Tjyl)) (#Ru + #Wu)

u ● ‘(~r(l)-x(zj

BY lemma 2, this contracts the fact that d is a
m-edian. U

Lemma 4: LetA be a read-write pattern in
which each processor performs at least one opera-
tion (read or write). A replication scheme, R,
that satisfies the following four conditions is
optimal for A: 1. R is a (connected) subtree, and
2. each node i that is a neighbor of R satisfies:

~ #Rj < ~ #W,, ~d 3. Suppose
J 6 ‘@,-R) j ~ ‘(~,rr-, )
that R contains more than one node and let i be

R‘fringe~ #<~4.If R is z;;
‘~ #Rj2
j ~ v~/_R) j ~ v(TR-,)
gleton set, then it consists of a median of the net-
work.
Proof: In m we have shown that the follow-
ing algorithm computes art optimal replication
scheme, RS 6.

TREE-W [ T(VJ), A ]: P Algorithmfor Jinding

the optimal residenceset,given a tree

T and a read-writepattern A in which

each processorperformsat leastone

read and at leastonewrite *I

1. init: CQler* the pI-OCWJOrS Of V ~,

inititi RS to a m~iarr, m.

2. whii them exists a promseor in RS

with at least me red neifibor, i, do:

3. if ~ #Rj -

j ~ v(T,-Rs)
> ~ #Wj then

J ~ ‘~m-i)

add i to RS; elsecolor i blue.

4. emd while.

5. output: RS .

The main idea of the proof is to show that
if a replication scheme, R, satisfies the four con-
ditions of the lemma, then its cost is equal to the
cost of the replication scheme RS (produced by
the algorithm TREE -RS ). The proof proceeds in
three stages. In stage I we will show that R con-
tains a median. In stage II we will show that if R
and RS are disjoint, then each one of the sets is a
singleton, implying that each set consists of a
median, and then, based lemmas 2 and 3 the costs
are equal. In stage III we show that if R and RS

6 Actually, in ~] we have proven that RS in en
optimal replication scheme, provided that A is a d.

write pettem in which each procrmwr perfums at leest

one read end et bet one write. However, the mrne

are not disjoint, then actually R is contained m
RS, and the two costs are equal.

(Stage /) Suppose that R does not contain a
median. Then, by condition 4 it is not a singleton.
We will show that condiuons 3 and 4 cannot both
be satisfied. Let the shortest path between a
median and R be mfl, ”-, lk, where k E R.
Since m is a median and each node performs at
le~t one operatio~ (#Wj + #R~)

< e ‘~-’) (#Wj + #Rj)
j E V(TR-, )

Together, the lfit”two inequalities imply that
(o) ~ #wj > ~ #Rj

j E V(T,-1) j 6 ‘(~rr-~)..
Since R is not a singleton, let g be ‘-& R-fringe
that is different than k. It is easy to see that
V(T .~ ) is a proper subset of V(TR.I ) and
V(fl.R ) is a proper subset of V(TR-g ). There-

fore, based on inequality (0)
~ #W, > ~ #Rj

j ~ ‘~R-g) J’ 6 V(T +)

which in turn contradicts con&ion 3 of the
lemma.

(Stage H) The set R contains a median by Stage
I, and the set RS contains a median by step 1 of
the algorithm TREE-RS. Assume that R and RS
are disjoint. Consequently, each one of the two
sets contains a different me&n. Let the two
medians be m and n, ad suppose without lrxs of
generality that m E RS and n ~ R.

Suppose, by way of contradiction, that RS
contains more than one node. Let k be a node of
RS that is different than m, and is a leaf of the
subtree induced by RS. We will show that the
cost of RS can be reduced by replacing k by n,
contradicting the minimrrlity of cost(RS A ). Let
us consider how this change will affect the cost of
RS. For this purpose we will partition the nodes
of the tree network into three disjoint subsets,
illustrated in Fig. 2: set-1 consisting of the nodes
of T., set-2 consisting of the nodes of T~ that are
not in T&Rs, set-3 consisting of and the nodes of
Ik+,$.

proof works for a read-write pettem in whidr each prc-
Cessorperforms et least one Operarial.

Figure 2:
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The cost of each ~ad originating in set-1 will
decrease by one (since it will access the replica
on n instead of m), and the cost of each write
originating in set-1 will decrease by one (since It
will not have to access k). The cost of each read
originating in set-2 remain the same (since it will
access m), and the cost of each write originating
in set-2 will remain the same (since it will access
m instead of k). The cost of each read originat-
ing in set-3 will increase by one (since it will
access the neighbor of k in RS, instead of k), and
the cost of each write originating in set-3 will
increase by one (since it will have to access n).
Since m and n are medians, and T&Rs is a
proper subset of T~, there are strictly more opera-
tions originating in set-1 than in set-3. Conse-
quent y, the replacing k by n will reduce
cost (l/s A).

Suppose now, again by way of contradic-
tion, that R contains more than one ncde. Let k
be a node of R that is different than m, and is a
leaf of the subtree induced by R. We will show
that the four conditions in the lemma cannot be
simultaneously satisfied. For this purpose we will
consider three subtrees, T~.., TB_ and Tk.R,
illustrated in Fig. 3. Note that Tk-R 1$ included in
T._~ .

J 6 ~~n.m)

(since Tk_~ is a subset of T.m ). But, by lemma
2, this contradicts the fact that m is a median.
Thus, E #Wj = O. Since n is in

j ~ ‘~n-m)_v(r~_R)

V(Tn~ >V(Tk-R ), and it per-forms at least me
operation, this operation must be a read. Com-
bined with 2), this implia that
(3) i #wj < ~ #Rj ~

J ~ v(r~.~) J ~ V(rn-m)

By inequalities (1 and (3)

i (#Rj + #WJ )

< E‘f-”)(#l?j + #wj)
j ~ v@n-m)

But this contradicts the fact that m is a median.

(Stage 111) Suppose that R and RS are not dis-
joint. We will show first that R is contained in
RS. Suppose that there is a node of R that is not
in RS. Since RS induces a connected subtree of
the network, there must be leaf, q of the subtree
induced by R, that is not in RS (see Fig. 4)

‘N
Figure 3:

. .
BY cfi~bon 2‘& 1:~< ~ #Wj

j ~v(Tm-n) j E V(Tn_m)

(m is the neighbor of R ).
By condition 3 of the lemma,

(2) ~ #Wj + ~ #Wj

J ● 7i&R) -

(k is the R -fringe node),
Note that the left hand side of inequality (2) is
actually ~ #Wj.

J E v(TR.&)

If there is any write issued in some node of
, ..~-T~-~ (i.e. in a node that is in Tfi.~ but notT

then,
‘n ~Tk-R~Wj < } ~ ~r,b~#Rj ,m%d&S> C~~:

J ‘= v~m-n)

bined with inequality (l), implies that
~ (#Rj + #Wj)

Figure 4:

Consider the shortest path
q=x~~z,”””, X..l=k J. =h from q to a node
h m R n RS. During the construction of RS by
TREE-RS, the node k must have &en examined
in step 3. Since k was not added to RS,

j ~ Vmx(n- ,(n-, +Ij
< f #Wj .

j c ‘R(nwilb~(n-!))

In other words, for every 2, lf we remove the
edge between x(i) and i (i +1), then there are
more writes issued in the subnetwork that con-
tains x(i+l) than there are reads issued in the
subnetwork that contains x(i). This is true in
particular for i=l. But then, since q is an R -
fringe node, this contradicts condition 4 of the
lemma.

Finally, we will show that if R G RS then
the costs of the two sets are equal. This claim is
obviously tme is R = RS, therefore suppose that
R C RS. We will show that all the nodes of
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RS - R can be added to R without changing the
cost of R, and this will conclude the proof.

Letkbea node in RS-f?thatis aneigh-
bor of R (see Fig. 5).

Figure 5:

By condition 3 of the lemma, we know that
(4) ~ #Rj s ~ #wi.

.“. :.

RS- ‘are removed from RS. This wdl affect the
cost of RS as follows. The cost of all the reads
performed in V(T~_~ ) will increase by one, and
the cost of all the writes performed in V(?’~.~ )
w1ll decrease by one; the cost of any other opera-
tion will not change. Since the cost of RS is
minimum,
(6) ~ #Rj 2 ~ #Wj

j e ‘(fk+) j ~ ‘~R-L)
By combining (4) and (6) we obtain (5). Equation
(5) implies that the addition of k to R will not
changi the cost of R, for the following reason.
This addition will increase the cost of each write
performed in V (T~.~ ) by one, and will decrease
the cost of each read performed in V(T~-~ ) by
on% the cost of any other operation will not
change. This proof can be repeated verbatim, if
after the addition of k to R the set RS - R is not
empty. n

Proof of Theorem 2: We will show that
either R is optimal for A, or, there is a replica-
tion scheme R, that is obtained by applying a
transformation to R, such that R’ satisfies: 1. it is
optimal for A, and 2.
cost (R ~ ) - cost (R’4 ) S c. The initial replica-
tion scheme, consisting of the whole set of pro-
cessors, clearly induces a connected subgraph of
the network. Since the COST-ADAPTIVE-
REPLICATION algorithm only adds neighbors of
the current replication scheme and drops fringe
nodes, R induces a comected subgraph of the
network. If R also satisfies conditions 2, 3, and 4
of lemma 4, then it is optimal for A, and the
proof is complete. Otherwise, we will show that
the conditions of lemma 4 are satisfied by the
replication scheme R’, that is obtained from R by
the application of a transfonnation, called

Transform. Itconsists of the addmon of some
neighbors, and removal of some R-fringe nodes.

Description of Transform:

Suppose that condition 2 of lemma 4 N not
satisfied for R. Then we execute the following,
step 1 of Transform. There is at least one neigh-
bor k of R for which:

J E 6Tk-R) - j E V(TR+)

Transform calls k an R-add node. Now we will
make an important observation about k. Denote
by i the neighbor of k that is in R. Remember
that i performs the expansion test during the
operations in the schedule S, and since the CAR
algorithm is stable on S, we know that i does not
change the replication scheme. Since inequality
(10) holds, the sequence of requests at node i
during the schedule S, when considetig only the
reads from V [T~-R ) and fites from V (TR-k ), is
the following; q = r,wz, .....~.w.r. In other
words, the sequence q starts and ends with a read
from V(?’’~-R ), and the number of such reads
exceeds the number of writes from V(TR_~ ) by
one.

Suppose that condition 3 of lemma 4 is not
satisfied for R. Then we execute the following,
ste~ 2 of Transform. There is at least one R -

j ~ v(~&+) j ~ ‘~R-~) -

Transform calls k an R -drop node. Now we will
make the following observation about k. It per-
forms the contraction test during the operations in
the schedule S, and since the CAR algorithm is
stable on S, we know that k does not change the
replication scheme. Since inequality (11) holds,
the sequence of requests at node k during the
schedule S, when considering only the reds from
V(Tk-R ) and writes from V(TR_~ ), is the follow-
ing: q = w 7,w ,......r.w. In other words, the
sequence q starts and ends with a write from
V(TR-~ ), and the number of such writes exceeds
the number of reads from V(Tk.R ) by one.

Suppose that condition 4 of lemma 4 is not
satisfied for R. If step 1 of Transform defined
any R-add nodes, then we go step 4 of
Traruform. Otherwise we execute the following,
step 3 of Transform. R is a singleton, say {k}.
There is one neighbor of k, n, for which during
S the number of operations requested by n is
bigger than the number of operations initiated at
some node of V(Tk-. ). Transform calls k an
R-drop node, and n and R-add node. Now we
will make the following observation about k and
n. k performs the switch and expansion tests
during the operations in the schedule S, and since
the CAR algorithm is stable on S, we know that
k does not change the replication scheme. Then
the sequence of requests at node k during the
schedule S is the following: q = a + ,a ,.....3 ,a,
where the a‘s are operations issued by n, and the
b‘s are operations initiated at some node of
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V(Tk_n ). In other words, in the sequence q the
number of a‘s exceeds the number of b‘s by one.

Finally, in step 4 of Transform we define
R’ as follows. If the set

(R u {all R-add nodes] )
– {all R-drop nodm ]

IS nonempty, let us call it R’. Otherwise R must
consist of two nodes, say k and m, both of which
are R-drops. Then, let us define R’ = {k}.

This completes the description of Transform.

Now observe that the removal of each R-
drop node from R decreases cost (R A ) by one
(by the definition of an R-drop node). Similarly,
the addition of each R-add node to R decreases
cost (R A ) by one (by the definition of an R-add

node). To complete the proof of the theorem, left
to prove is that R’ is optimal, and we will do so
by showing that the four conditions of lemma 4
are satisfied for R’.

(Case 1,) Suppose that R’ contains more than one
node. It can be deduced from the definitions that
an R-add and an R -drop cannot be neighbors.
Thus, R’ is connected. To show that condition 2
of lemma 4 is satisfied for R’, consider a node i
that is a neighbor of R’. If i is also a neighbor
of R, then it obviously satisfies:

E #Rj ~ ~ #W;. Otherwise, i is
j C V(T, _~) j E V(TF., )

either a neighbor of an R-add node, or i is an
R -drou ncde. It can be verified from the
defim~ion of an R-add node. and the fact that
each node performs at least one operation, that in
both cases: ~ #Rj < ~ #wj.

j E V(T, -K)
{ e‘(TR’-’k.Thus condition 2 of lemma 4 is satisfied for

To show that condition 3 of lemma 4 is
satisfied for R’, consider a node i hat is an R’-
fringe node. If i is also an R-fringe, then it
obvi~ly ~Rj > satisfies:

~ #Wj. Otherwise, i is
j E V(<_K) j ~ V(TF., )

either an R-add node, or i is in R and it becomes
an R’ -fringe ncde as a result of being a neighbor
of some R-drop node. In the first case it can be
verified from the definition of an R-add node,
that: ~ #Rj k ~ #wJ. k the

J c J’(T,_R,) I c V(TK-, )

second case this inequality holds by the definition
of an R-fringe node, and by the fact that each
node performs at least one operation. Thus con-
dition 3 of lemma 4 is satisfied for R’.

(Case 2.) Suppose that R’ is a singleton set, {k}.
We have to show that conditions 2 and 4 of
lemma 4 are satisfied.
(Case 2.1) Suppose that R is also a singleton set,
{m}.
(Case 2.1.1) Suppose that R’ = R. Then, since k
performs the switch test, and since R is the stabil-
ity scheme on S, and since Transform does not
change R, k is a median. Since k performs the
expansion-test, and since no R-add nodes were

defined by Transform, condition 2 of lemma 4 is
satisfied for R’.
(Case 2.1.2) Suppose that R’ *R. Then k is a
unique R -add and m is a urnque R-drop. By the
way these were defined by Transform, it is easy
to see that condition 4 of lemma 4 is satisfied for
[k}. Condition 2 of lemma 4 is satisfied for the
following reason. Since the expa.rmon test per-
formed by m does not change R, then:
(12)

E #Rj~ ~ #Wj+l.
j E v(Tk_m) J ~ v(Tm_k)

Consider 1, a neighbor of k that is &fferent than
m. Since V (Tk_l ) c V(Tm_k ), and since k per-
forms at least one operation, then:

~ #R1 ~ ~ #wj. Consider m.
j c v(~i_~) j ~ v(T~-l)
Since R *R’ and both are simpletons,
(13)

~ ‘Ojs ~ #Oj+l,

J ~ v(Tk-m) j c v(Tm_k)

where #Oj, denotes the number of operations
(read or wnte)(ss~d at node j. Combining (12)

obt sin:
‘d ~ #Rj <, ~ ~,,_~)#Fj’
j E V(Tm-k)

(Case 2,2) Suppose that R is not a singleton set
(i.e. R’ is obtained by deleting nodes from R ). It
can k shown that condition 2 of lemma 4 is
satisfied for {k}, by the same line of reasoning as
used in case 1. For showing that condition 4 is
satisfied, we will analyze three subcases.
(Case 2.2,1) Suppose that R consists of two
nodes: k, and another node m, that is an R -drop.
Since k is not an R -drop,
(14)

j ~ v(Tk..m) J E V(Tm_k)

Since m is an R -drop,
(15),.—,

~ #Wj = ~ #Rj + 1.

j G v(Tk_m) J ~ v(Tm_k)

Based on (14) and (15).
~ ‘#oj > ‘ ‘~ #Oj7 and therefore

J ~ v(Tk-m) j E v(Tm_k)

condition 4 of lemma 4 is satisfied for neighbor
m that is an R -drop.
Now consider another neighbor of k, say g (g is
not in R since R consists of two nodes, and it is
also not an R -add since R’ = {k}. Since g is
not an R -add.
(16) ‘

~ #Rj < ~ #wj.

j c v(Tg_k) j ~ J’~k_g)

Since

Z #$ = j , ~T_k)#RJ21“
J ~ v(Tk-m)

ally, v(Tg.~ ) CmWLn ),
v(Tm.F ) c V(Tk.g ), and k performs
operation. Consequently,
(17)

at

R -ChOp,

Addition-

and
least one

.,
~ #wj < ~ *Rj.

J E V(Tg_k) j E V(Tk_g)

Based on (16) and (17) condition 4 of lemma 4
is satisfied for g.
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(Case 2.2.2) Suppose that R consists of two
nodes: k and in, both of which are R -drops.
Since m is an R-drop, equation (15) holds, and
since k is an R-drop
(18)

~ #wj= ~ #Rj+l.
j ~ v(T~.k) J ~ v(~~-~)
~~fd on (15) and (18),

~ #Oj = j , ~,,_m)#Oj’
j C V(Tm_~)
Based on (19) it is easy to see that for any other

‘e’g~ #Oj >“~ ~ ~Tl_flOj. ‘lll~y conditi;;
j ~ v(~~.f)
4 of lemma 4 is satisfied for R’.
(Care 2.2.3) Suppose that R consists of k plus
two or more nodes, all of which are R -drops.
Consider an R -drop neighbor of k, say m. Equa-
tion (15) holds for m. Now consider another R-
drop neighbor of k, say n.
(20)

~ #wj ‘, , ~T-,,#Rj + 1j ~ v(’f~.-n)
Since V(Tn.k ) C V(Tk.m\, and since each node
performs at least one operation,
(21).

“~ #wj<, , ~Tk_m)#Rj”
j c V(Tm_k)

Baseci
~ #0~ > ~5] #Oj. %dUS cond!%i

-i c v(Tk-~) J ~ v(r~-k)
4 of lemma 4 is satisfied for each R -drop node.
If there are other neighbors of k, that are-not R-
drops, the proof that ‘for such a neighbor,. say g,
j , ~,,_~l#Oj > ~ #Oj is identical to

~ ~ v(~m-k)
the one in case 2.2.1. []
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